The White House Secret Kill List
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secret assassinations worldwide. Judge Napolitano begins, “The leader of the government
regularly sits down with his senior generals and spies and advisers and reviews a list of the people
they want him to authorize their agents to kill. They do this every Tuesday morning when the leader
is in town. The leader once condemned any practice even close to this, but now relishes the killing
because he has convinced himself that it is a sane and sterile way to keep his country safe and
himself in power. The leader, who is running for re-election, even invited his campaign manager to
join the group that decides whom to kill.
“This is not from a work of fiction, and it is not describing a series of events in the Kremlin or
Beijing or Pyongyang. It is a fair summary of a 6,000-word investigative report in The New York
Times earlier this week about the White House of Barack Obama. Two Times journalists, Jo
Becker and Scott Shane, painstakingly and chillingly reported that the former lecturer in
constitutional law and liberal senator who railed against torture and Gitmo now weekly reviews a
secret kill list, personally decides who should be killed and then dispatches killers all over the
world–and some of his killers have killed Americans.
“We have known for some time that President Obama is waging a private war. By that I mean he is
using the CIA on his own–and not the military after congressional authorization–to fire drones at
thousands of persons in foreign lands, usually while they are riding in a car or a truck. He has done
this both with the consent and over the objection of the governments of the countries in which he
has killed. He doesn’t want to talk about this, but he doesn’t deny it. How chilling is it that David
Axelrod–the president’s campaign manager–has periodically seen the secret kill list? Might this be
to keep the killings politically correct?”
The judge concludes, “Since 9/11, the United States government has set up national security
systems that function not under the Constitution, not under the Geneva Conventions, not under the
rule of law, not under the rules of war, not under federal law, but under a new secret system crafted
by the Bush administration and personally directed by Obama, the same Obama who condemned
these rules as senator and then extended them as president. In the name of fighting demons in
pick-up trucks and wars that Congress has never declared, the government shreds our rights, taps
our cellphones, reads our emails, kills innocents abroad, strip searches 87-year-old grandmothers
in wheelchairs and 3-year-old babies in their mothers’ arms, and offers secrecy when the law
requires accountability.
“Obama has argued that his careful consideration of each person he orders killed and the narrow
use of deadly force are an adequate and constitutional substitute for due process. The Constitution
provides for no such thing. He has also argued that the use of drones to do his killing is humane
since they are ‘surgical’ and only kill their targets. We know that is incorrect. And he has argued
that these killings are consistent with our values. What is he talking about? The essence of our
values is the rule of law, not the rule of presidents.”
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Let me begin by offering kudos to Judge Napolitano for his trenchant column, and kudos to New
York Times reporters Jo Becker and Scott Shane for their blockbuster report.
Do readers not find it a little curious that hardly anyone in the national press corps–or even in the
vast majority of the local media–has not picked up the Times report? After all, the New York Times
is the unquestioned flagship newspaper of America. The vast majority of newspapers around the
country rely on the NYT for much of their reporting. So, why didn’t we see this report blasted on
front pages all across the United States? Do newspaper publishers and editors really think that this
report is not Page One worthy? Is not this the kind of story that the freedom of the press was
directly designed for? And where were the three major network news shows or even the cable
news shows on this report? This is an incredible report, and for all intents and purposes, the story
is relegated to media oblivion.
Oh, yes! Maybe we also now know why so many drones are beginning to appear over the skies of
America.
One would think that the supposed “anti-Obama” FOX News network would be all over this story.
To help enlighten readers, let me quickly point out the sagacious point that Judge Napolitano made
in his column, “Since 9/11, the United States government has set up national security systems that
function not under the Constitution, not under the Geneva Conventions, not under the rule of law,
not under the rules of war, not under federal law, but under a new secret system crafted by the
Bush administration.”
Ah! There it is! That’s why FOX News ignores the story. G.W. Bush is just as culpable in this
monstrous activity as is Barack Obama. In fact, Bush is the one who created this modern American
version of Hitler’s Brown Shirts. When it comes to ignoring the US Constitution and assuming
dictatorial Hitlerian policies, Republican and Democrat Presidential administrations of late have
been virtual Siamese Twins.
Now, please read this paragraph carefully (taken from History
LearningSite.com): “Germany became a nation of snoops. People were employed in each street,
in each building complex, etc. with the sole purpose of keeping an eye on others in their ‘area’
and reporting them to the authorities if they believed that something was amiss. [Sounds like
America’s Department of Homeland Security, doesn’t it?] The reputation of the Nazi police and
the secret police lead by Himmler was such that no-one wished to cause offence. People kept their
thoughts to themselves unless they wished to invite trouble. In this sense, Nazi Germany was a
nation run on fear of the government. Hitler had created a one party state within months of being
appointed chancellor.”
See the report at: http://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/Nazi_Germany_dictatorship.htm
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manipulated G.W. Bush (and Bill Clinton and George H.W. Bush) are manipulating Mitt Romney.
Ever since President Ronald Reagan, it hasn’t mattered to a tinker’s dam whether a Republican
or Democrat has been in the White House. As Sonny and Cher sang, “The Beat Goes On.” For all
intents and purposes, America only has one party at the national level. Pat Buchanan was right
when he said that the Elephants and Donkeys inside the Beltway were “two wings of the same bird
of prey.”
Of course, if the American electorate suddenly got a surge of constitutional electricity and would
elect Congressman Ron Paul as President, the story would be much different. Things would
change at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue–not to mention in the United States and the entire
world–dramatically. However, with the majority of Americans in the hip pockets of the mainstream
media, a Romney/Obama showdown in November seems inevitable (although I am still privately
cheering for a Ron Paul coup d’etat at the GOP national convention in Tampa).
So, how many people have been or are on this secret kill list–and who are they? With the vast
majority of the mainstream media cowering in abject fear of the federal government, and with both
major parties in Washington, D.C., walking in lockstep to the drumbeat of an emerging police state,
who is left to even sound an alarm of protest? Well, two New York Times reporters did; Judge
Andrew Napolitano did; Lew Rockwell did. And now I am, too.
Is this the kind of government that most Democrats want? Is this what they wanted when they
elected Barack Obama? Is this the kind of government that most Republicans want? Is this what
they wanted when they elected G.W. Bush?
Anyone who cannot see history being repeated is flat not paying attention! I cannot believe my
country has turned into this!
Anyway, thank you Judge Napolitano for being a watchman on the wall!
------------------------------------------Chuck Baldwin is a syndicated columnist, radio broadcaster, author, and pastor dedicated to
preserving the historic principles upon which America was founded. He was the 2008 Presidential
candidate for the Constitution Party. He and his wife, Connie, have been married for 37 years and
have 3 children and 7 grandchildren.
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